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Subject: Flow characteristics and limitations of vertical screw lift metergates

PURPOSE

To determine the flow characteristics and establish operation and installation limitations and capacity curves for various sizes of screw lift vertical metergates (Figure 1).

CONCLUSIONS

1. The present commercial metergate design, with the downstream pressure tap located a constant distance of 12 inches from the pipe entrance, is not an optimum design for best flow measurement accuracy.

2. The practice of locating the downstream pressure tap 12 inches from the pipe entrance makes each gate size and setting a separate problem requiring strict operational limitations or individual calibration.

3. The influence of several factors on indicated capacity vary widely with gate size when the 12-inch pressure tap distance is used. The influence of these factors decreases rapidly as the gate closes from the wide-open position and becomes negligible at about 50 percent opening in all cases.

4. Appropriate and accurate location of pressure taps and accurate zeroing of gages and gate opening indicators are important factors influencing the flow-measuring accuracy of metergates.
5. The pressure distribution in the pipe near the entrance of a metergate determines the differential head for the gate, and any change in entrance condition that influences the pressure distribution influences the measured differential head. Although the changes in pressure distribution may not affect the flow quantity to any degree for a given headwater and tail water condition, the change in the measured differential head would be reflected in the discharge coefficient. In many cases, a rating curve made from calibrations on one inlet design cannot be used for another design without error being introduced, particularly if the gate is to be operated at openings greater than about 75 percent. This is especially true for small submergences (less than 1d) of the entrance. The inlet design should be standardized and the various sizes made geometrically similar for best results.

6. The pressure distribution within the pipe of a metergate, and thus the discharge coefficient curve, is influenced to various degrees by the following:

   a. Gate design
   
   b. Approach design, including position of walls and floor relative to entrance
   
   c. Relative submergence of entrance
   
   d. The velocity of the flow

The shape of the gate (circular or flat bottom leaf) is a factor of gate design that affects the capacity. This factor has little if any influence at wide-open gate.

When the gate entrance is confined by the walls and floor of an approach, the degree of confinement influences the entrance contraction and thus the discharge coefficient and indicated capacity. The influence is evident at larger gate openings and decreases as the gate opening decreases, becoming negligible at about 50 percent gate opening (compare curves for 24-inch gate, Figures 20 and 21).

The nearness of the approach channel walls to the edges of the pipe inlet has minor influence on pressure distribution for wall distances of d/4 and greater when the upstream submergence is greater than about 1.0d.

1/ Hydraulic Laboratory Report Hyd-422, "Flow Characteristics in a Pipeline Downstream from a Square Cornered Entrance."
The position of the approach floor with respect to the invert of the entrance affects the pressure distribution within the downstream pipe and thus changes the magnitude of the discharge coefficient. The effects of these confining factors are significant only at large gate openings.

The pressure distribution within the pipe near the entrance of a metergate is influenced greatly at upstream submergences less than 1.0d (relative to top of entrance). When the upstream water surface is less than one pipe diameter above the crown of the pipe entrance and the gate is at large openings, the discharge coefficient varies with the amount of submergence (Figures 6 and 7).

The pressure distribution varies slightly with velocity (viscosity or Reynolds number). When flow velocities are low (low Reynolds number), the discharge coefficient varies slightly from the constant value obtained with ample submergence at higher velocities, Figures 6 and 7. Viscous effects will be relatively small for most installations.

7. A metergate must have sufficient submergence of the pipe exit, or sufficient back pressure, to give a measurable water surface in the downstream measuring well. This required submergence, or back pressure, varies with differential head, gate size, gate opening, longitudinal location of the downstream pressure tap, and the height of the measuring well bottom above the crown of the pipe.

An outlet submergence of 1 foot above the crown of the pipe relative to the downstream tap location is sufficient for all gate sizes and openings at differential heads, ΔH, up to and including 18 inches, provided the bottom of the downstream measuring well is less than 6 inches above the crown of the pipe. If a depth of water is needed in the well to permit recording of the water surface by a gage, the bottom of the well should be set lower by the amount needed for the gage, or the submergence increased to provide the additional depth in the well. Greater submergences must be provided when higher differential heads are used.

8. The degree of submergence of the pipe exit does not in itself affect the accuracy of a metergate.

9. With minimum downstream submergence, the pipe downstream from the gate should be at least 7 pipe diameters long to assure that the discharge end will run full and at minimum velocity. This length is based on the data shown on Figure 25 and assumes a level installation.
10. The pressure tap to the downstream measuring well should be on the top vertical center line of the pipe. It is least affected by pressure distribution changes when placed in this location. The pressure tap to the upstream measuring well should be so located that it records the true head in the canal above the metergate approach.

11. An optimum metergate design that would provide best accuracy without strict limitations or individual calibration would be one which had complete geometric similarity including the position of the downstream pressure tap. For best results, the downstream pressure tap of the various gate sizes should be placed at geometrically similar locations, preferably where the hydraulic grade is not steep.

The optimum position for the downstream pressure tap is about \( \frac{d}{3} \) from the entrance, where \( d \) is the pipe entrance diameter (Figure 14). This location of the tap allows the use of a general coefficient curve from which the capacity of any size gate can be determined within a reasonable degree of accuracy (perhaps to about plus or minus 2 and 1/2 percent) when the approach walls are approximately \( \frac{d}{4} \) distance or greater from the edges of the entrance opening, the sloped floor is about 0.17d below the invert of the entrance opening, and the upstream submergence is one pipe diameter or greater. This is particularly true if the maximum gate opening is limited to about 75 percent.

The coefficient curve, Figure 20, is based on a tap located at the top center line and \( \frac{d}{3} \) distance from the gate seat, with 8 to 1 flaring walls set \( \frac{d}{4} \) distance from the edges of the opening, a floor that is 0.17d below the bottom of the opening and is on a 2 to 1 slope downward from the canal to the metergate, and submergences greater than 1 diameter above the top of the opening. Values from this curve can be used in the equation \( Q = C_d A \sqrt{2g\Delta H} \) with the area for the particular size metergate to prepare discharge tables or curves for the various sized gates in similar settings.

12. The rating curves, Figures 27, 29, and 31, are for unconfined entrances with the tap located on the top center line and 12 inches from the inlet (standard for present commercial gates). Figures 28, 30, and 32 are for confined entrances similar to that shown on Figure 2.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of accurate and economical measurement of irrigation water has become more important in recent years. One of the main factors contributing success toward the solution to this problem has been the introduction of simpler and more accurate measuring devices. Because of its simplicity of design and low maintenance cost, the metergate is one of several devices used. The screw lift vertical gate (Figures 1 and 2) is one of several metergate designs. Flow quantity for a metergate is determined from the pressure differential between the canal or reservoir from which the flow is taken and a point within the metergate pipe a short distance downstream from the entrance and regulating gate. Two measuring wells, one connected to the canal and the other connected to the pipe downstream from the gate, are provided for determining the differential head. The location of these wells for the metergates tested is shown on Figure 2. The downstream well tap in most commercial gates is located 12 inches from the gate seat regardless of size. Since there was little information concerning the hydraulic characteristics or limitations of this type of metergate, a laboratory study was initiated to evaluate them. Accuracy and capacity of the gate were of particular interest. Two sizes of the gate, 18- and 24-inch, were tested and the data were used to prepare rating curves and determine the hydraulic characteristics of other sizes. A 10-inch transparent plastic conduit with numerous piezometers installed along its length was used to evaluate the influence of the entrance approach design on flow capacity.

INVESTIGATION

The Problem

In order to use the data from metergate test installations to establish limitations of the design and prepare rating curves for the various sizes and settings, it was necessary to adopt some general method of analysis. The following relationship seemed most suitable and was used throughout the study.

Hydraulic Laboratory Report Hyd-422 "Flow Characteristics in a Pipeline Downstream from a Square Cornered Entrance."
\[ Q = C_d \frac{\pi d^2}{4} \sqrt{2g \Delta H} \]

where

- \( Q \) = discharge in cfs
- \( C_d \) = discharge coefficient
- \( d \) = nominal diameter of gate
- \( g \) = acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec\(^2\))
- \( \Delta H \) = differential head, feet
  (Canal water surface to pressure head at downstream tap)

Preliminary consideration of the problem indicated that the discharge coefficient, \( C_d \), would be influenced by the upstream submergence, \( H_s \); the gate opening, \( a \); the entrance arrangement and configuration; the nominal diameter of the gate, \( d \); the location of the pressure tap in the downstream pipe, \( x \), measured from the gate seat; and the mean velocity in the pipe, \( V \). To facilitate the use of the variables, they were expressed in dimensionless parameters as in the following relationship:

\[ C_d = \phi \left( \frac{H_s}{a}, \frac{a}{d}, \frac{x}{d}, \frac{V}{d} \right) \]

Reynolds number, \( R_e \), is a parameter of the following terms:

\[ R_e = \frac{Vd}{\nu} \]

where

- \( V \) = mean water velocity in the pipe in feet per second
- \( d \) = nominal diameter of gate, feet
- \( \nu \) = kinematic viscosity of water

It was anticipated that there would be numerous variations in the metergate installations in irrigation systems so studies were made to determine the effect of the above-listed variables on the capacity of the metergates. Discussions of these studies are contained in subsequent sections of this report.

The Laboratory Installation

The laboratory installation used for the study of the metergate is shown schematically on Figure 3. Water to the test gate was supplied by three 12-inch and one 8-inch centrifugal pumps. Venturi meters in the supply systems near the pumps were used to determine the flow quantities. Accurate flow measurement was possible over a wide range of discharge because of the various sizes of Venturi meters available (6-, 8-, 12-, and 14-inch). Good flow distribution just
upstream from the gate, with negligible velocity of approach, was obtained by passing the water through a rock baffle in the head box. The upstream end of the metergate pipe was placed in one side of a head box 7 feet wide, 11 feet long, and 10 feet deep with the gate over the entrance. The downstream end of the conduit terminated in a tail water box 4 feet wide, 6 feet long, and 6 feet deep. A hinged gate in the side of the tail water box opposite the pipe exit provided a means of varying the downstream submergence and changing the hydraulic grade in the pipe.

Piezometer taps were placed in the crown of the pipe at different distances from the gate seat to record the pressure gradient in the pipe and to provide a means of applying the data to other gate sizes. The pressure taps were confined to the crown of the pipe because this location had been determined to be the most desirable in previous metergate tests. Rubber tubing connected the taps to glass tubes mounted on a manometer board which was graduated in 0.01-foot increments. Carborundum disks inserted in short plastic cylinders, 3/4-inch inside diameter, were used in some of the piezometer lines to dampen pressure fluctuations and permit more accurate reading of the average pressures. In field installations, a 3/4-inch pipe connects to a 10-inch-diameter well; thus, a fairly constant average pressure will be expected.

**Test Procedure**

The laboratory tests were made over a range of differential heads of from 2 to 48 inches. The hydraulic gradient in the pipe was controlled by the hinged gate in the tail box to give readable water depths in the downstream measuring well.

The 18- and 24-inch gates were tested for every 2-inch increment of gate opening. The 24-inch gate installation is shown on Figure 4A. The gate position indicator is shown on Figure 4B. A section of transparent pipe was placed immediately downstream from the 24-inch gate so that flow conditions in the pipe below the gate could be observed. Smooth pipe was used downstream from the test gates.

**Influence of Gate Design on Capacity**

The main difference in metergate capacity due to gate design occurs at partial openings and results from the shape of the gate (whether the leaf is circular or has a square bottom). Some influence is also introduced by the configuration and relative sizes of the structural members of the gate framing and the gate seat casting. For a given head differential, the gate with a circular leaf will discharge about twice as much water at 20 percent gate opening as a gate with a square
bottom leaf. The gate framing usually has a minor influence unless some of the framework is placed too close to the pipe entrance. Structural members of gate frames should be kept away from the edge of the opening to have the least influence.

The gate seat casting shape, including width of seat, its projection from the headwall to which it is attached, and its general configuration, will have some influence on the discharge coefficient. This factor should not be of major concern but may cause differences in discharge coefficient of 2 to 3 percent. The influence of variations in entrance configuration is illustrated to some degree in Figure 5 and Tables 1 and 2.

**Influence of Upstream Submergence, Hs**

In tests made previously, it was found that the discharge for comparable values of \( \Delta H \) was affected at large gate openings by the amount of submergence of the pipe entrance. For a given installation, the discharge coefficient remained constant for large submergences and varied for small submergences. This effect of upstream submergence has also been observed by other investigators. The same characteristic was noted in tests on the screw lift metergates with a flat bottom leaf and in tests made on the 10-inch pipe entrance (Figures 6 and 7). In all cases, it was found that the coefficient of discharge varied widely for submersences less than 1.0d and that there was little variation in coefficient when the submergence was greater than d above the entrance crown. The effects of the submergence changed somewhat with pressure tap location, and approach wall and floor arrangements; however, the variation was always apparent. One means of illustrating the influence of small upstream submergences is to plot the ratio of the discharge coefficient for any submergence (\( C_d \)), and the average discharge coefficient for high submersences \( C_a \), against the submergence expressed in terms of pipe diameter. Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the submergence effect for the 24- and 18-inch gate 100 percent open and 10-inch pipe entrance for various locations of the downstream pressure tap. The data show that each geometric arrangement of the approach, the entrance configuration, and tap location will have an individual coefficient curve which may or may not vary widely. The effect of the various factors can be minimized by maintaining a submergence of at least 1 entrance diameter above the top of the entrance opening. The influence of the submergence decreases as

2/"Ausfluss, Curchfluss, Strahlreaktion and Strahldruck in neuer Betrachtung" (Discharge, Underflow, Jet Propulsion and Jet Forces from a New Viewpoint) by Von Theodor Musterle, Die Wasserwirtschaft, September 1960.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall position d</th>
<th>Floor position d</th>
<th>D.S. Tap position x</th>
<th>Coefficient of discharge 10-inch pipe</th>
<th>18-inch metergate</th>
<th>24-inch metergate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1/3d*</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1/4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1/3d*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1/2d**</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1/4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1/2d**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1/4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2d****</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1/4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.2d****</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.91d</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

76 indicates coefficient estimated.
* Standard for 36-inch metergate.
** Standard for 24-inch metergate.
*** Standard for 18-inch metergate.
**** Standard for 10-inch metergate.

Note: Values are for upstream submergence greater than d above crown of entrance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall position (d)</th>
<th>Floor position (d)</th>
<th>D.S. Tap position (x)</th>
<th>Coefficient of discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/3d*</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/3d*</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/3d*</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/2d**</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/2d**</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2/3d***</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.2d****</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.2d****</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.91d</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.36d</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

76 indicates coefficient estimated.

* Standard for 36-inch metergate.
** Standard for 24-inch metergate.
*** Standard for 18-inch metergate.
**** Standard for 10-inch metergate.

Note: Values are for upstream submergence greater than \(d\) above crown of entrance.
the gate is lowered over the entrance. It is believed that the influence becomes negligible when the gate is about 75 percent open.

The effect of the upstream submergence was indicated first by log plots of $\Delta H$ against discharge for various openings of the test gates. These plots gave straight lines for the higher values of $\Delta H$, and a variable deviation from a straight line at small values of $\Delta H$ and $H_s$, particularly at large gate openings. An investigation made to learn the cause of this deviation showed that for the small values of $\Delta H$ and $H_s$, the value of $\Delta H$ could be changed by merely changing $H_s$ when the discharge was kept constant. In other words, the same discharge could occur at different values of $\Delta H$, depending on the value of $H_s$ when $H_s$ was small. From this investigation, it was concluded that for small submergences of the metergate inlet and large gate openings the amount of submergence influenced the discharge coefficient.

Since the equation $Q = C_d \frac{\pi d^2}{4} \sqrt{2g \Delta H}$ was used in this case the $Q$, $C_d$, and $\Delta H$ were the only variables, any change in $\Delta H$ at a constant discharge must result in a change in $C_d$. It was found that as $H_s$ was increased in the range $H_s$ less than $d$, the deviation of the plot from a straight line decreased and became negligible when $H_s$ was equal to or greater than $d$. The deviation was more noticeable on the 24-inch than on the 18-inch gate because of the difference in location of the taps for the downstream measuring wells. The distance was 12 inches in each case, which placed the taps at relatively different locations on the pressure grade lines. Measuring well taps placed at the same relative locations on the pressure grade lines of the various sizes should give comparable deviations. Placing the taps at distances which would give a constant value of $\Delta H$ for all sizes of gates would fulfill the condition. The influence of submergence on $C_d$ for the 24-inch gate is shown on Figure 6.

A more recent research study of this phenomenon made on a 10-inch pipe showed the same characteristics. Tests were made for numerous degrees of submergence for three different discharges. A plot of the data that includes the influence from both submergence and velocity is shown on Figure 7. These data indicated that the influence of upstream submergence was negligible for submergences greater than about 1 pipe diameter above the entrance crown, that the influence was appreciable at submergences less than 1.0$d$, and that the velocity (viscous) influence was minor.

The plots on Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show that the location of the pressure tap for the downstream measuring well influences the nature of the coefficient curve in the region of low submergence. This, in part, explains why the effect of submergence varied with metergate size.
Influence of Approach and Entrance Design

Initial tests to determine the effect of approach design on the capacity of the screw lift vertical metergate were made on the 24-inch installation with the approach having a 2 to 1 downward sloped floor and 8 to 1 flaring vertical sidewalls set 6 inches ($\frac{d}{4}$) from the edge of the pipe entrance (Figure 12). Tests were made with the floor and walls in place, the walls removed, and then the floor removed. The tests indicated that at large gate openings and upstream submergences less than 1.0d, the walls caused a substantial reduction in the coefficient for comparable values of $\Delta H$ and that the floor alone had little effect.

Tests on the 18-inch installation for similar upstream submergences without the sloping approach floor and with and without the 8 to 1 flaring walls were not in good agreement with those on the 24-inch gate. Tests on the 18-inch gate showed that 8 to 1 flaring walls placed at $\frac{d}{2}$, $\frac{2d}{3}$, and d distance from the edges of the entrance opening had very little influence on the discharge coefficient (Figure 13). The sloping floor was not installed in this case because tests on the 24-inch gate had indicated negligible influence and because of the additional work involved in making and changing the test setup.

Later tests on the 10-inch pipe entrance (without a gate), with and without the sloping floor, and with and without the flaring sidewalls placed at distances of $\frac{d}{4}$, $\frac{d}{2}$, and d from the edges of the entrance showed that for submergences of d or more, the walls in these positions had only minor influence on the coefficient (as in the tests on the 18-inch gate) and that the floor position had considerable influence regardless of wall position (Figure 14).

It is unfortunate that the sloping floor was not used for tests on the 18-inch installation so as to permit direct comparison of the floor's influence. However, with good agreement between tests on the 10- and 18-inch installations concerning the wall influence without the sloping floor it is difficult to account for a 9.5 percent change in discharge coefficient, attributed to the wall position, indicated by tests on the 24-inch metergate with the downstream tap 12 inches from the entrance. This discrepancy must necessarily be unexplained at this time. Moreover, the 9.5 percent wall influence indicated in the tests on the 24-inch gate must be considered in error (or not comparable due to physical differences in the setting) in light of the good agreement between other tests on the 10-inch pipe entrance and the 18- and 24-inch metergates.
A plot of the average value of $C_d$ for submergences greater than 1.0, against the relative position of the downstream pressure tap disclosed several interesting facts (Figure 5). One of the most important of these is that good agreement in capacity and pressure characteristics can be obtained only when the various size installations are geometrically similar. The solid lines of the graph show the variation in $C_d$ for various tap positions with only the walls and floor of the head boxes forming the approach to the entrances of the 10-inch pipe and 18- and 24-inch metergates. There are several physical differences which contribute to the variations in the curves for the separate installations. First, the entrances varied; secondly, the relative distance of the sidewalls from the edges of the entrance openings varied; and thirdly, the relative distances of the floors from the bottom edges of the entrance openings varied. These physical differences are discussed below.

The structural angles and other physical features of the 24-inch gate in the vicinity of the entrance were not geometrically similar to those on the 18-inch gate and, of course, did not represent the unobstructed sharp entrance of the 10-inch pipe. Also, the metergate entrances were of nominal dimensions of 18 and 24 inches, while the 10-inch pipe entrance was an exact measured dimension.

The sidewalls of the head boxes were about 3, 3, and 2.25 pipe diameters from the edges of the openings of the 10-, 18-, and 24-inch installations, respectively. This factor, however, proved to be minor when negligible change in the coefficient was observed on the 10-inch pipe and 18-inch metergate when walls were placed within the boxes and 1 diameter from the edges of the entrances, and only slight changes resulted for walls placed as close as 1/4 diameter.

The floors of the head boxes were 1.2, 1.0, and 0.8 diameters below the inverts of the entrances for the 10-, 18-, and 24-inch installations. Comparison of the data used to plot the curves of Figure 5 shows that the floor position may affect the coefficient considerably. In fact, the agreement of the data from the 10- and 24-inch installations is quite good when the floors and walls were arranged geometrically similar (sloped floor 0.17 d below invert and 8 to 1 flaring walls at 7 from edges of entrance) even though the configurations of the headwalls near the entrances were quite different (dotted lines, Figure 5 and Figure 20). The headwall for the 10-inch pipe was flat and smooth, while that for the 24-inch gate contained the support angles, seat casting, bolts, and gate. It is reasonable to conclude that very close agreement would result for all sizes in which good geometric similarity of the entrances exists. The foregoing discussion is limited to the case where the pipe entrances have submergences greater than 1.0d above their crowns.
Tests on the 10-inch installation, with the downstream pressure tap 12 inches from the entrance, showed little influence from the approach walls when the submergence was greater than about 1.0d, but showed considerable influence from the floor position (Figure 15). The tests also showed considerable influence from both the wall and floor positions for submergences less than 1.0d.

The influence of the wall and floor positions at submergences greater than 1.0d, particularly the floor position, varied with the positioning of the downstream pressure tap (measuring well) (Figure 14). Tests on the 18-inch metergate showed little influence from the walls for the one floor position tested (Figure 13). The floor arrangement in this case was not geometrically similar to any tested on either the 10- or 24-inch installations. The maximum wall influence for all positions of the downstream pressure tap and two floor arrangements in tests on the 10-inch pipe entrance was about 3 percent, while the maximum influence of the two floor arrangements for various positions of the walls and downstream pressure tap was about 10 percent (Figure 14).

From the data on Figure 14, it is concluded that the influence of wall and floor positions can be minimized by placing the downstream pressure tap 12 inches from the entrance near the lowest part of the hydraulic grade and providing submergences greater than d. Results were most inconsistent and the influence was most pronounced when the pressure tap was located on the steep portion of the pressure gradient from 0.4d to 1.5d from the entrance. The data also show that a minimum error in determining gate discharge at large gate openings (100 percent open in this case) will be realized for a wall position of 2d from the edges of the entrance and a downstream pressure tap location of 3d. The influence of approach floor elevation is also a minimum. The maximum scatter of individual test points with this arrangement was approximately plus or minus 2 and 1/2 percent.

From the information and data presented above, it is concluded that a constant discharge coefficient of 0.61 can be used for 100 percent opening for all metergates which are geometrically similar and are contained in geometrically similar settings as shown in Figure 12, when the downstream pressure tap is a distance of 9d from the entrance and the entrance submergence is d or greater.

Placing the downstream pressure tap a constant distance of 12 inches from the entrance and the use of submergences less than d make each installation and size a special problem and may necessitate special in-place calibration in cases which differ appreciably from the tested arrangements. The influence of the various factors decreases rapidly as the gate leaf is closed from the wide-open position, becoming minor at about 75 percent gate opening (Figures 13 and 16).
Influence of Outlet Submergence

The tests on the different size gates disclosed that submergence of the downstream end of the discharge pipe (hₚ, Figure 3) would be an important factor in providing a measurable water surface elevation in the downstream measuring well. Because of structural limitations, it was assumed that the water surface within the downstream measuring well should be at least 6 inches above the inside surface at the crown of the pipe. The submergence needed to give this condition at various gate openings varied according to a pressure factor \( \frac{\Delta H}{H_D} \) (Figures 17, 18, and 19). The plots of this factor against gate opening show that the greatest submergence of the downstream end of the discharge pipe is needed for gate openings between 60 and 80 percent. The outlet submergence required to give a measurable water surface in the downstream well is influenced by the position of the pressure tap along the hydraulic grade line. With all taps 12 inches downstream from the gate seat, relatively greater submergence is required for the larger gate sizes. However, the difference is small.

Since \( H_D \) is the difference between the pressure head upstream from the gate and the maximum pressure head in the pipe below the gate, the frictional resistance of the downstream pipe, particularly if the pipe is long, and the elevation of the center line both at the gate and at the pipe exit, are important factors to be considered. For a given gate size and discharge, the maximum value of \( \Delta H \) and the minimum value of \( h_p \) (downstream submergence) can be computed to give a downstream measuring well water surface 6 inches above the crown of the pipe at the measuring well connection. This is illustrated in Figure 26.

Influence of Velocity

In the tests on metergates there was an indication that flows at very low velocities affected the capacity of the metergate when it was operating at large openings. The effect of velocity, or variation with Reynolds number, however, could not be isolated using the data taken. By exercising extreme care in obtaining the pertinent data in a more recent study concerning the pressure distribution in a 10-inch pipe entrance placed flush with a headwall, it was possible to isolate the effect of low velocities for small submergences and large gate openings. The influence was noticeable at very low values of \( R_e \) only, in this case below about 2.0 x 10⁵ for the unobstructed entrance. The influence of \( R_e \) would vary some with downstream pressure tap location, but would be minor in any case.

1/ Hydraulic Laboratory Report Hyd-422, "Flow Characteristics in a Pipeline Downstream from a Square Cornered Entrance."
Influence of Downstream Head-measuring Pressure Tap Location

The nature of the pressure grade line in the crown of the pipe line immediately downstream of a metergate leaf results in a change in differential head, \( \Delta H \), with location of the downstream pressure tap. This is particularly true for large gate openings. With the pressure tap located 12 inches from the gate seat for all sizes of gates, it is not possible to make a direct comparison of the coefficient curves for the various sizes. However, with taps placed at relative positions along the pressure grade lines (at same value of \( \delta \)), a comparison can be made. The variation of the discharge coefficient with tap position for a 10-inch pipe, and 18-inch gate, and a 24-inch gate for various openings is shown on Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23. The comparison of the coefficient curves for the 18- and 24-inch gates based on pressure taps placed at the same \( \delta \) value is shown also. There is good agreement considering the various differences in the test installations. Excellent agreement was noted between the 24-inch gate and the 10-inch pipe when the settings were geometrically similar (Figure 20). Calibration curves for one gate may be applied to another only when the pressure taps have the same relative locations (same value of \( \delta \)). From these data, it is evident that the differential head, and thus the coefficient of discharge, varies with pressure tap location. Therefore, it is important that calibration curves or tables be based on the particular tap location for the gate in question.

The data from the 10-inch pipe entrance indicated that the positioning of the downstream pressure tap for the measuring well is extremely important when the distance from the entrance to the tap is from about 0.4 to 1.5 pipe diameters. In this range, the tap will be in the region where the hydraulic grade line is steep and a small mislocation can introduce a substantial difference in pressure head and error in indicated discharge.

Locating the tap for the downstream head-measuring well a constant distance of 12 inches from the entrance for all gate sizes places them at different relative positions along the hydraulic grade line. This in effect makes a special problem for each size. For example, an 8-inch gate will have a tap position 1.5d from the entrance with a coefficient for full opening of about 0.80, a 24-inch gate will have a tap position 0.5d from the entrance on the steep part of the hydraulic grade line with a coefficient of about 0.65, and a 48-inch gate will have a tap position 0.25d from the entrance on a fairly flat portion of the hydraulic grade line with a coefficient of about 0.60. The exact location of the tap would be less critical for the 8- and 48-inch size than the 24-inch size. With the constant tap distance of 12 inches, the coefficient will vary with metergate size.
from about 0.6 to 0.8. The logical conclusion is that the tap should be placed at a geometrically similar position, such as $\frac{g}{3}$ for all sizes. The position chosen should be that which would be least affected by the physical characteristics of the entrance. It was concluded that locating the downstream tap at $\frac{g}{3}$ would accomplish this. The differential head for this location would be about the maximum, and more accurate readings would be expected. While tap positions beyond about 1.5d would give fairly constant values of the discharge coefficient, the differential head for a given discharge would be a minimum and less accuracy for small discharges would be expected. In either case, it is believed that one coefficient curve could be used for all sizes of gates provided the entrances have reasonably close geometrical similarity, the tap is located at a constant relative distance from the entrance, and the upstream submergence is maintained greater than about 1.0d above the top of the entrance. A plot of all values of the ratio $\frac{C_d}{C_a}$ against submergence in terms of d for the 10-inch pipe entrance with various wall and floor distances is shown on Figure 24. The plot shows that nearly all points fall within plus or minus 2 and 1/2 percent for upstream submergences greater than d above the top of the entrance and a tap distance of $x = \frac{g}{3}$. The same is true for similar data taken from the 18- and 24-inch metergates (Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11).

**Point of Pressure Recovery Downstream of Gate**

It is important that an installation have sufficient pipe length below the gate to prevent drawing the water out of the downstream measuring well at partial gate openings and to minimize erosion when the water is released into an earthen ditch. For a given average velocity, the erosion of an earthen ditch will be a minimum when the velocity leaving the end of the pipe is uniform. Such a uniform distribution is not attained until the point of pressure recovery on the hydraulic grade line is reached. The point of pressure recovery was noted for various openings and discharges for both the 18- and the 24-inch gates. From the results shown on Figure 25, it was concluded that 7 pipe diameters could be used as a criterion. This is in good agreement with similar data obtained previously for metergates with circular leaves. The plotted points in both cases were based on interpolation of piezometric data and thus the curves are not as smooth as might be expected.

**Installation Instructions**

A typical metergate installation, which will meet discharge requirements and have all operating characteristics within the limitations indicated from these studies, can be determined from Figure 26.
Rating Curves

Rating curves for the 18- and 24-inch gates were obtained by laboratory calibration of these gates. Discharge curves for differential heads up to 18 inches and various gate openings for metergates with and without confined approaches have been prepared from the test data (Figures 27 through 30). By knowing the gate opening and differential head for a given installation, the discharge can be obtained from the curves. The curves are based on data which minimize the influence of upstream submergence (submergences greater than $d$).

The rating curves for the 30-inch gate (Figures 31 and 32) were developed from the pressure data taken from the 18- and 24-inch gates. The data were plotted in dimensionless form and values for an $X_d$ of 0.4 used to compute points for the rating curves. The discharges obtained by using these curves should be quite accurate for settings similar to the test facility.

Appropriate location of pressure taps and accurate zeroing of gages and gate opening indicators are important factors in assuring the accuracy of metergate installations. Zero gate opening is defined as position of gate when bottom of leaf is level with entrance invert.
ASSEMBLY

NOTES

The fabricated leaf must lie in a plane within
Anchor bolts to be furnished with gates unless otherwise specified.
Gate seal, leaf stem, fillers and frame to be shipped assembled
with mainspring wired to frame. Provide necessary shipping bolts.
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Laboratory Test Installations
A. 24-inch laboratory test installation

B. Gate opening indicator

Screw Lift Vertical Metergates
Laboratory Test Facility
FIGURE 5
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- 10-inch pipe entrance, parallel walls at 3.0d, flat floor at 1.2d
- 10-inch pipe entrance, ε1 flaring walls at 6% 2.11 sloped floor at 0.17d
- 10-inch pipe entrance, ε1 flaring walls at 6%, flat floor at 1.2d
- 10-inch pipe entrance, ε1 flaring walls at 4%, flat floor at 1.2d
- 10-inch pipe entrance, ε1 flaring walls at 4%, flat floor at 1.2d
- 18-inch metergate, parallel walls at 2.0d, flat floor at 1.0d
- 18-inch metergate, ε1 flaring walls at 6%, flat floor at 1.0d
- 18-inch metergate, ε1 flaring walls at 6%, flat floor at 1.0d
- 24-inch metergate, parallel walls at 2/4d, flat floor at 0.63d
- 24-inch metergate, ε1 flaring walls at 6%, sloped floor at 0.17d
- 24-inch circular leaf metergate, parallel walls at 2/4d, flat floor at 0.63d
- 24-inch circular leaf metergate, ε1 flaring walls at 6%, sloped floor at 0.17d

Note: Gate full open

AVERAGE Cₓ FOR SUBMERSION > 1.0d

DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TAP LOCATION X IN TERMS OF d

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS
18- AND 24-INCH METERGATES AND 10 INCH PIPE ENTRANCE
FIGURE 6
REPORT HYD 471

$R_e = \text{REYNOLDS NUMBER}$

EXPLANATION

- Submergence $> 1.0 \ d$
- Submergence $\leq 1.0 \ d$
- Submergence in terms of $d$
- Dashed lines lie 2.5% above and below the average coefficient for submergence $> 1.0 \ d$

NOTES

2:1 Sloping floor 0.17d below entrance invert
8:1 Flaring walls $d/4$ from edges of entrance

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERSGATE

INFLUENCE OF UPSTREAM SUBMERGENCE AND VELOCITY ON CAPACITY
24" METERSGATE FULL OPEN
Figure 7

Influence of upstream submergence

10-inch entrance

Submergence - Pipe diameters above crown of entrance

$C_d = \text{Coefficient of Discharge}$

Downstream Tap at $x = \theta/3$

- $Re = 117,000$
- $Re = 200,000$
- $Re = 485,000$
FIGURE 8
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SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
INFLUENCE OF UPSTREAM SUBMERSION ON CAPACITY
GATE WIDE OPEN, 2:1 SLOPED FLOOR
WITHOUT APPROACH WALLS
FIGURE 9
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DOWNSTREAM TAP AT $X = \frac{d}{3}$

- * - 10" Pipe entrance
- △ - 24" Metergate

AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE FOR SUBMERGENCE

$C_d \approx 1.0$ for $X = \frac{d}{2}$

$C_d \approx 1.0$ for $X = \frac{2d}{3}$

$C_d \approx 1.0$ for $X = 1.2d$

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE

INFLUENCE OF UPSTREAM SUBMERGENCE ON CAPACITY
GATE WIDE OPEN, 2:1 SLOPED FLOOR
8:1 FLARING APPROACH WALLS AT $\frac{d}{4}$ FROM ENTRANCE
FIGURE 10
REPORT HYD 471

Screw Lift Vertical Metergate
Influence of upstream Submergence on Capacity
Gate wide open, level floor and without approach walls.

Graphs showing the coefficient of discharge for different submergence values.

- Downstream tap at $x = \frac{d}{3}$
- $x = \frac{d}{2}$
- $x = \frac{2d}{3}$
- $x = 1.2d$

Variables include:
- $C_d$ / $C_o$
- Submergence in terms of $d$
FIGURE 11
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SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
INFLUENCE OF UPSTREAM SUBMERGENCE ON CAPACITY
GATE WIDE OPEN, LEVEL FLOOR WITH 8:1 FLARING
APPROACH WALLS AT 4/4 FROM ENTRANCE
FIGURE 12
REPORT HYD. 471

PLAN

SECTION A-A

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
APPROACH ARRANGEMENT TESTED
24-INCH METERGATE
\[ \frac{Q}{A} \] Discharge in cfs
\[ A = \text{Nominal area of pipe entrance - square feet} \]
\[ g = \text{Acceleration of gravity (32.2)} \]
\[ \Delta H = \text{Head differential - upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap - feet} \]

**UNCONFINED ENTRANCE**
- Pressure tap at \( X = \frac{3}{4}s \) Walls at \( 3d \), floor level at \( d \).
- Pressure tap at \( X = \frac{6}{8}s \) Walls at \( 3d \), floor level at \( d \).
- Pressure tap at \( X = \frac{2}{6}s \) Walls at \( 3d \), floor level at \( d \).

**CONFINED ENTRANCE**
- Walls at \( \frac{3}{4}s \), floor level at \( d \). Pressure tap at \( \frac{2}{6}s \).
- Walls at \( \frac{2}{6}s \), floor level at \( d \). Pressure tap at \( \frac{2}{6}s \).
- Walls at \( d \), floor level at \( d \). Pressure tap at \( \frac{2}{6}s \).
- Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance.
- Upstream submergence greater than \( d \)

Screw Lift Vertical Metergate
Gate Opening vs. Coefficient of Discharge
Various Pressure Tap Locations
18-Inch Metergate
FIGURE 14
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PRESSURE TAP AT X = \( \frac{d}{3} \)

* Maximum scatter of data

\[ X = \frac{d}{2} \]

\[ X = \frac{2d}{3} \]

\[ X = 1.2d \]

\[ X = 3.91d \]

DISTANCE OF WALLS FROM EDGES OF 10-INCH PIPE ENTRANCE-DIAMETERS

* Maximum scatter of data from average about ± 3% for all tap locations.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE

COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE

INFLUENCE OF APPROACH WALL, FLOOR AND PRESSURE TAP LOCATION
Q = Discharge in cfs
A = Nominal area of pipe entrance-square feet
g = Acceleration of gravity (32.2)
ΔH = Head differential-upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap-feet

ΔE - Downstream tap at X = 1/2
φ - Downstream tap at X = 1/3
γ - Downstream tap at X = 2/3
x - Downstream tap at X = 1/2d
θ - Downstream tap at X = 2/3d

Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance
Upstream submergence greater than d

UNCONFINED ENTRANCE
Level floor 0.66d below entrance.
Parallel approach walls 2/5d from entrance.

CONFINED ENTRANCE
2:1 Sloping floor 0.17d below entrance and
S:Flaring approach walls 9/5 from entrance.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
GATE OPENING VS. COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE
VARIOUS PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
24-INCH METERGATE

REPORT 16. HYD. 4.71
NOTES
Upstream submergence greater than 1.0d
Floor 1.0d below invert of entrance and walls 3.0d
from edges of entrance.
Zero gate opening—Bottom of leaf at invert of
entrance.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
GATE OPENING VS. ΔH/H₀
VARIOUS PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
18-INCH METERGATE
LEVEL FLOOR AND PARALLEL WALLS
FIGURE 18
REPORT HYD. 471

\[
\frac{\Delta H}{H_0} = \frac{\text{Differential Head}}{\text{Head Drop to Recovery Point}}
\]

N O T E S
Upstream submergence greater than 1.0d
Floor 0.63d below invert of entrance and walls 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)d from edges of entrance.
Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
GATE OPENING VS. \(\frac{\Delta H}{H_0}\)
VARIOUS PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
24-INCH METERGATE
LEVEL FLOOR AND PARALLEL WALLS
FIGURE 19
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NOTES
Upstream submergence greater than 1.0d
Floor 0.17d below invert of entrance and 8:1 flaring
walls 9% from edges of entrance.
Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of
entrance.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
GATE OPENING VS. ΔH/H₀
VARIOUS PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
24-INCH METERGATE
2:1 SLOPING FLOOR AND 8:1 FLARING WALLS
Approach channel with 24-inch metergate, 0.80 below entrance invert, and 6-inch flaring walls placed 0.70 distance from edges of entrance.

Q = Discharge in cfs.
A = Nominal area of pipe entrance-feet
g = Acceleration of gravity (32.2)
\( \Delta H \) = Head differential-upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap-feet

Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance
Upstream submergence greater than d

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
CONFINED APPROACH
DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TAP AT X=0.75

GATE OPENING - PERCENT

COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE \( c_d \) IN \( Q = c_d A g^{1/2} \)
$C_d = \frac{Q}{A \cdot \sqrt{2g \cdot \Delta H}}$

- $Q =$ Discharge in cfs.
- $A =$ Nominal area of pipe entrance - feet
- $\Delta =$ Discharge in cfs.
- $A =$ Nominal area of pipe entrance - feet
- $g =$ Acceleration of gravity (32.2)
- $\Delta H =$ Head differential - upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap - feet

Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance
Upstream submergence greater than $d$

**SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE**
**DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT**
**UNCONFINED APPROACH**
**DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TAP AT $x=\frac{d}{3}$**
\[ \Delta = \text{Discharge in cfs.} \]
\[ A = \text{Nominal area of pipe entrance-feet} \]
\[ g = \text{Acceleration of gravity} (32.2 \text{ ft/s}^2) \]
\[ \Delta H = \text{Head differential—upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap-feet} \]

Zero gate opening = Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance
Upstream submergence greater than \( d \)

**SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE**
**DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT**
**UNCONFINED APPROACH**
**DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TAP AT \( x = 9\% \)**
- 10-inch pipe entrance. Approach walls parallel at 3.0d, floor level at 1.2d.
- 18-inch metergate. Approach walls parallel at 3.0d, floor level at 1.0d.
- 24-inch metergate. Approach walls parallel at 2 1/4d, floor level at 0.063d.
- Q = Discharge in cfs.
- A = Nominal area of pipe entrance - feet
- g = Acceleration of gravity (32.2)
- \( \Delta H \) = Head differential - upstream water surface to water surface at downstream pressure tap - feet.
  
  Zero gate opening - Bottom of leaf at invert of entrance
  
  Upstream submergence greater than d.
See Fig. 19 for inlet designs.

- Inlet 1
- Inlet 2
- Inlet 3
- Inlet 4
- Inlet 5
- Inlet 6
- Inlet 7
- Inlet 8

Screw Lift Vertical Metergate
Influence of Approach and Upstream Submergence
10-Inch Pipe Inlet

Submergence in terms of d

Without Floor
Downstream pressure tap at $x = \frac{d}{2}$
FIGURE 25
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△ 24-inch metergate with 2:1 sloping floor 0.17d below entrance and 8:1 flaring walls at d/4 from entrance.
△ 24-inch metergate with level floor 0.63d below entrance and parallel walls at 2 1/4 d from entrance.
○ 18-inch metergate with level floor 1.0 d below entrance and parallel walls at 3d from entrance.
Upstream submergence greater than d.

SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE
LENGTH OF PIPE REQUIRED FOR PRESSURE RECOVERY
Determination of METERGATE INSTALLATION

**GIVEN**

1. Upstream water surface El. 100.0.
2. Downstream water surface El. 99.0.
3. Turnout discharge, Q, ft³/s.
4. Depth of water in downstream measuring well, hw, should be at least 6 inches above crown of pipe.
5. Length of metergate pipe, 50 feet.
6. Submergence of metergate inlet, Hs, should be equal to or greater than d above the crown of the pipe.

**FIND**

1. SIZE OF METERGATE (One of two methods may be used)
   a. Where downstream scour may be a problem.
      - Select exit velocity that will not cause objectionable scour, say 4 feet per sec.
      - Requires 20-inch metergate.
   b. Where scour downstream is not a problem.
      - Assume metergate to be operated at openings up to 75 percent. (The influences of entrance design, upstream submergence, and downstream pressure tap location are minor for these openings.) (Figures 15 and 16.)
      - For 75 percent gate opening coefficient of discharge, cd=0.5, and maximum dH=0.5 ft. (Figures 17, 18, and 19.)
      - From \( \alpha=\frac{A}{\sqrt{H}} \)
      - Area of pipe, A=1.14 ft²
      - Requires 16-inch metergate, d=16 inches.
   c. Check capacity of gate using 18-inch metergate.
      - dH=0.5 ft,
      - From \( \alpha=\frac{A}{\sqrt{H}} \)
      - Area of pipe, A=1.14 ft²
      - d=18 inches.
      - Requires 18-inch metergate, d=18 inches.

2. ELEVATION AT WHICH METERGATE SHOULD BE PLACED.
   a. To meet upstream submergence requirement, Hs, of 1.00, crown of pipe entrance should be set at El. 100.0.
   b. To meet requirement at water surface 6 inches above crown of pipe, El. 100.0 - Ah = Hf = 0.0.60 - 0.0.90 - 0.50 - 0.50 = 0.98.0.
   c. Maximum capacity of metergate (full open) \( c_d \) for full gate opening with downstream pressure tap at x=6 inches (12 inches from entrance on 18-inch gate) is about 0.75 (Figure 13).

3. MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF METERGATE (Full open)
   \( c_d \) for full gate opening with downstream pressure tap at x=6 inches (12 inches from entrance on 18-inch gate), is about 0.75 (Figure 13).
   \( c_d \) for x=6 inches (Figure 13)
   \( \alpha=0.75 \), \( c_d=0.87 \)
   From \( \alpha=\frac{A}{\sqrt{H}} \)
   \( H_{max}=0.0.75 \times 0.87 \)
   \( H_{max}=0.0.77 \times 0.0.75 = 0.0.93 \)
   \( v=9.9 \)

**SCREW LIFT VERTICAL METERGATE INSTALLATION CRITERIA AND EXAMPLE**
**NOTE**

Dotted portion of curves not substantiated by test data.
Downstream well 12 inches from intake.
Upstream submergence greater than 30 ft.

**RATING CURVE**

24-INCH SCREW LIFT
VERTICAL METER GATE
UNDEFINED APPROACH
NOTE
Dashed portion of curves not substantiated by test data
Downstream well 12 inches from inlet
Upstream submergence greater than 10d

RATING CURVE
24-INCH SCREW LIFT
VERTICAL METERGATE
CONFINED APPROACH

DISCHARGE - G.F.S.

DP - DIFFERENCE IN IN. IN MEASURING WELLS - INCHES
Figure 31

Rating Curve
30-Inch Screw Lift
Vertical Meter Gate
Unconfined Approach

NOTE
Curves based on test data of 12- and 24-inch gates. Dashed portion of curves not substantiated by test data.
Downstream well 12 inches from inlet.
Upstream submergence greater than 8.0. 

Discharge - c.f.s.
METERGATE 30-INCH SCREW LIFT
RATING CURVE
VERTICAL METER GATE
UNCONFINED APPROACH

Upstream submergence greater than 8.0.